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Abstract

A system-on-chip for an invisible, fully-implantable cochlear implant is presented. Implantable 

acoustic sensing is achieved by interfacing the SoC to a piezoelectric sensor that detects the 

sound-induced motion of the middle ear. Measurements from human cadaveric ears demonstrate 

that the sensor can detect sounds between 40 and 90 dB SPL over the speech bandwidth. A highly-

reconfigurable digital sound processor enables system power scalability by reconfiguring the 

number of channels, and provides programmable features to enable a patient-specific fit. A mixed-

signal arbitrary waveform neural stimulator enables energy-optimal stimulation pulses to be 

delivered to the auditory nerve. The energy-optimal waveform is validated with in-vivo 

measurements from four human subjects which show a 15% to 35% energy saving over the 

conventional rectangular waveform. Prototyped in a 0.18 µm high-voltage CMOS technology, the 

SoC in 8-channel mode consumes 572 µW of power including stimulation. The SoC integrates 

implantable acoustic sensing, sound processing, and neural stimulation on one chip to minimize 

the implant size, and proof-of-concept is demonstrated with measurements from a human cadaver 

ear.
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I. Introduction

As of 2010, over 30 million people in the United States suffer from sensorineural hearing 

loss [1] which arises from disease in the inner ear or auditory nerve. For mild cases of 

hearing loss, a hearing aid may provide adequate compensation. However, for profound 

cases (i.e., greater than 90 dB of loss), a cochlear implant (CI) is necessary to restore 

hearing.

CIs use electronics to directly stimulate the auditory nerve fibers, thus bypassing the 

damaged hair cells in the cochlea. Today’s state-of-the-art CIs consist of an external and 

internal unit as shown in Fig. 1. The external unit comprises a microphone to pick up sound, 

a sound processor to digitize and compress the sound into coded signals, and a transmitter to 

send data wirelessly to the internal unit via a coil. The external unit also houses the battery 

which supplies power wirelessly to the implanted unit via the same coil that is used for data. 

Without a continuous transfer of power (e.g., if the external unit is removed), the implanted 

unit is unpowered and does not function. The implanted unit comprises a receiver and 

stimulator unit embedded in the skull, and an electrode array implanted in the cochlea. 

Pulses of electrical current are modulated by the received codes and delivered to the 

electrode array, triggering action potentials in the auditory nerve which are interpreted by 

the brain as sound.

Although today’s CIs are very successful in restoring hearing for many of the profoundly 

deaf, the external component results in several limitations. The device is cumbersome to 

wear, and it cannot be worn in the shower or while participating in water sports. It also 

raises concerns with aesthetics and social stigma. These reasons motivate the development 

of a fully-implantable cochlear implant (FICI) that is internalized and invisible.

A FICI has three main requirements that are distinct from a conventional CI. First, a FICI 

that is completely untethered (i.e., without a coil that continuously provides power) requires 

an implanted battery that is rechargeable because of the volume and power consumption 

constraints of the FICI, as well as the need to avoid future surgeries for battery replacement. 

The number of charges per day must also be limited to once or twice a day to minimize user 

impact. As a result, a FICI requires ultra-low-power sound processing and energy-efficient 

neural stimulation. Secondly, recent state-of-the-art ICs are typically designed for external 

microphone-based CIs and do not require the neural stimulator to be on the same chip [2], 

[3]. In contrast, the size of a FICI could benefit from monolithic integration of the signal 

processing and stimulation circuits. Thirdly, an implantable acoustic sensor with adequate 

sensitivity and bandwidth is required to replace the external microphone.

This paper presents a system-on-chip (SoC) for a FICI that addresses the above issues. First, 

low-power implantable acoustic sensing is achieved by interfacing the SoC to a piezoelectric 
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sensor that is mounted at the umbo of the malleus within the middle ear, and this is 

demonstrated with measurements from human cadaveric temporal bones. Second, a highly-

reconfigurable sound processor enables system power scalability by scaling the number of 

spectral channels. Third, simulations with a computational auditory nerve fiber model from 

[4] are used to determine energy-optimal biphasic stimulation waveforms [5], which are 

delivered to the nerves in the cochlea with an arbitrary waveform neural stimulator. The 

energy savings from alternate stimulation waveforms are validated in-vivo in four human CI 

subjects with loudness perception tasks. The resulting stimulation power savings over the 

conventional rectangular pulse transfer directly to overall system power savings because 

stimulation power typically dominates [5]. The SoC integrates an implantable acoustic 

sensor front-end, sound processor, and neural stimulator on one chip to minimize the 

implant size and demonstrate proof-of-concept for a FICI. It should be noted that the 

wireless charger and power management unit is not included in the scope of this work.

Section II presents the requirements and architecture of the FICI. Section III describes the 

implantable acoustic sensor and the front-end circuit implementation, and Section IV 

discusses the reconfigurable sound processor design. Section V discusses energy-efficient 

neural stimulation waveforms, and presents details of the stimulator architecture. Section VI 

presents prototype measurement results, Section VII discusses potential use cases and future 

work, and Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. System Requirements and Architecture Description

This section highlights the main high-level requirements and specifications of the system, 

and describes the system architecture of the FICI.

A. System Requirements

1) Power Consumption—Ultra-low power consumption can ease energy storage 

requirements which can translate to possible size reduction of the implant, or increased time 

between recharge. Lithium-ion batteries possess high energy density but suffer from limited 

(on the order of 1000’s) recharge cycles which would eventually necessitate replacement via 

surgery. Ultra-capacitors, on the other hand, can be cycled on the order of 106 times and 

may be more suitable for an implantable system provided that the limited energy density still 

permits a one-charge-per-day usage model. For a 5 gram ultra-capacitor with an energy 

density of 5 W·hr/kg, 12 hours of continuous usage would require the FICI to consume just 

1 mW of power assuming 50% conversion efficiency in the power management unit. The 

majority of the 1 mW power budget will be consumed by the electrode impedance and 

electrode drivers [6] during the process of electrically stimulating the auditory nerve. 

Assuming typical stimulation power of approximately 750 µW [2], [3], this leaves 

approximately 250 µW for the implantable sensor front-end circuits and sound processor.

2) Implantable Acoustic Sensor—A key enabler for a FICI system is an implantable 

acoustic sensor that is able to sense external sound pressure waves from within the body. 

Recently, totally invisible middle ear implants (MEIs) have been developed to treat 

conductive hearing loss1 [7], [8]. MEIs typically use an implantable sensor to detect the 

mechanical motion of the ossicles, using the ear as a natural microphone. The sensor readout 
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can be amplified and fed to an output transducer which drives the stapes (the stirrup-shaped 

bone of the ossicles) with increased vibration to compensate for hearing loss [7]. In this 

work, we apply the sensors found in MEIs to a FICI system; instead of driving the output 

transducer of a MEI, we use the sensor readout as an input to the sound processor of a FICI 

which stimulates the cochlea directly.

Prior work on implantable sensors has looked at MEMS accelerometers, but they have 

limited sensitivity and require milli-Watt power consumption [1]. Alternative approaches 

include magnetic sensors [9] and subcutaneous microphones [10], but they suffer from 

incompatibility with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and unwanted body noise 

respectively. This work leverages a piezoelectric sensor [8] because of its small size, low-

power operation, and superior sensitivity.

Considering that the loudness of normal conversational speech is around 60 to 70 dB SPL2 

[1], [11] and that the dynamic range of speech can be up to 50 dB [12], the sensor should be 

able to detect sounds from 40 dB SPL (quiet library) to 90 dB SPL (busy roadside). 

Furthermore, the sensor should also support a bandwidth that spans the frequencies specific 

to cochlear implant hearing from a few hundred Hz up to 5 kHz [13], [14].

3) Number of Spectral Channels—The choice of the number of spectral channels 

should strike a balance between the speech recognition performance of CI users and the 

hardware complexity and power consumption in a FICI. In [15], Shannon et al. used 

acoustic simulations with normal hearing listeners in quiet and showed that as few as 3 to 4 

channels of spectral information can result in good speech recognition performance. A 

similar study with CI users in quiet was presented in [16] where the authors found that the 

average performance improved as the number of stimulation electrodes was increased from 

1 to 4, but no differences were observed between 7-, 10-, or 20-electrode processors. For CI 

users in noise, the best CI listeners improved their performance only up to 7 electrodes, 

while CI users with low levels of speech recognition did not benefit from more than 4 

electrodes [17]. Although user performance depends also on the speech processing strategy, 

the effective number of spectral channels possible with electrically-evoked hearing is 

usually limited by the current spreading between electrodes [18]. In this work, the target 

number of channels is 8 which provides adequate spectral resolution while minimizing the 

hardware complexity for a proof-of-concept system.

B. Architecture Description

A block diagram of the proposed SoC is shown in Fig. 2 [19]. The system is separated into 

three main subsystems: 1) a piezoelectric sensor front-end (PZFE), 2) a low-voltage 

reconfigurable sound processor, and 3) an energy-efficient arbitrary waveform neural 

stimulator and high-voltage electrode switch matrix.

1Conductive hearing loss occurs when there is damage to the middle ear which blocks the conduction of sound waves toward the inner 
ear (cochlea). In contrast, sensorineural hearing loss occurs when there is damage to the cochlea. MEIs treat conductive hearing loss 
only and require the cochlea to be intact and functional, whereas CIs are used to treat sensorineural hearing loss.
2Sound pressure level (SPL) in units of dB SPL is a logarithmic measure of sound pressure with respect to a reference of Pref = 20 
µParms.
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The PZFE conditions the signal from the sensor which is a measure of the sound-induced 

motion of the umbo. The PZFE operates from a 1.5 V analog supply and comprises three 

stages: a charge amplifier (CA) to interface to the piezoelectric sensor, a programmable-gain 

amplifier (PGA), and a single-ended to differential ADC driver. A mid-rail reference voltage 

VREF biases the sensor and sets the DC operating point of the PZFE. The ADC driver stage 

also provides DC level shifting from VREF = 750 mV down to VCM = 300 mV which is the 

input common-mode of the ADC. The signal is then digitized by a fully-differential low-

power 16 kS/s 9-bit successive approximation register (SAR) ADC operating from a digital 

supply voltage of 0.6 V [20].

The ADC output is processed by a 0.6 V reconfigurable sound processor that implements the 

well-known Continuous Interleaved Sampling (CIS) sound processing strategy [21] in which 

each electrode is stimulated synchronously in an interleaved manner with an amplitude 

determined by the output of each channel of the processor. The interleaved stimulation 

drastically reduces interaction between electrodes which allows for a high rate of stimulation 

that is important for preserving temporal information in speech [15].

The processor in this work is designed to be extremely reconfigurable in order to enable 

system power scalability as well as patient-specific fitting capability. First, the number of 

channels can be configured to 8, 6, or 4 to enable a power-performance tradeoff. The filter 

bank has reconfigurable coefficients to adjust the filter bandwidths for the three modes of 

operation, and multi-rate signal processing is leveraged to reduce power and area. The 

bandwidth of the processor covers 300 Hz to 5.5 kHz, and the filter cut-off frequencies of 

the logarithmically-spaced channels are based on [13], [14] to emulate the tonotopic 

structure of hearing. Furthermore, processor settings like global channel gain, type of 

rectification, and amount of compression are all programmable. The processor also has the 

capability to adjust the volume level for each channel individually to provide additional 

patient fitting capability. The processor outputs 6-bit data at an analysis rate of 1 kHz, which 

represents the logarithmically compressed energy in each frequency band. This value is used 

to modulate a train of electrical current pulses (1,000 pulses/sec per electrode) that is 

delivered to the corresponding electrode.

The interleaved operation of the CIS strategy conveniently allows for a single current source 

to be interleaved between all electrodes. This is accomplished by using a high-voltage 

electrode switch matrix to select the active electrode and control the direction of current 

flow. The SoC is designed to be used with monopolar electrode arrays, where a common 

return electrode is used to provide a return path for all electrodes. Furthermore, a 0.6 V 

digital controller provides the control signals for the current DAC and switch matrix which 

allows the waveform of the stimulation pulses to be programmed to any arbitrary shape.

The stimulator has high voltage compliance in order to accommodate up to 1 mA of 

stimulation current through the electrode-tissue interface which may have a few kilo-Ohms 

of impedance. The stimulation current is drawn from a high voltage supply (VMID = 5 V to 

10 V), and the switch matrix is driven with high-voltage logic operating from VDDG = 7 V to 

12 V. Level shifters are used to interface between the 0.6 V and VDDG domains. Lastly, the 

current DAC circuits operate from a supply voltage of 3.3 V.
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III. Implantable Piezoelectric Acoustic Sensor

This section first describes the characterization of the piezoelectric sensor on the middle ear 

of a human cadaveric temporal bone using a discrete prototype, followed by the design and 

analysis of the sensor front-end of the SoC.

A. Sensor Characterization

In order to investigate the performance of the middle-ear mounted piezoelectric sensor, 

human cadaveric temporal bones were provided by the Eaton-Peabody Laboratory at the 

Massachusetts Eye & Ear Infirmary (Boston, MA), and PZT-5A piezoceramic material 

(Piezo Systems Inc., Woburn, MA) was used. A block diagram of the prototype and 

measurement setup is shown in Fig. 3(a). Swept-sine measurements were made using an 

audio amplifier and speaker connected to a probe tube that funnels sound into the ear canal 

of the temporal bone. Ear canal pressure (PEC) and umbo velocity (vUMBO) were monitored 

with a probe microphone and laser Doppler vibrometer (Polytec) respectively. A discrete 

prototype was used to record the output voltage of the sensor (VPZ). All three outputs were 

recorded by LabVIEW and the transfer characteristics from PEC to vUMBO to VPZ were 

calculated.

Fig. 3(b) shows the photograph of the measurement setup. The temporal bone is held by a 

specimen holder and the sensor is positioned by a micro-manipulator external to the bone. 

The sensor is clamped at one end like a cantilever, while the other end is placed at the umbo 

of the malleus. As the umbo vibrates back and forth, it exerts a force that bends the sensor 

which in turn generates a charge across its terminals which is converted to an output voltage 

by a charge amplifier.

Figs. 4(a) and (b) show that the measured umbo velocity and sensor readout are very linear 

with the sound pressure level in the ear canal. Fig. 4(c) shows the measured output spectrum 

of the charge amplifier from 200 Hz to 10 kHz and it can be seen that the sensor is able to 

detect sounds over a 50 dB dynamic range from 40 to 90 dB SPL.

B. Piezoelectric Sensor Front-End

The details of the 3-stage PZFE of the SoC are shown at the top of Fig. 2, where the 

piezoelectric sensor is modeled as a Thevenin voltage source VP and series capacitance CP. 

Since the charge amplifier of the first stage dominates the noise performance of the front-

end, its signal transfer function and noise analysis is provided next.

1) Charge Amplifier Transfer Function—Fig. 5(a) shows the charge amplifier (stage 

1) of the PZFE with noise sources, and Fig. 5(b) shows the equivalent block diagram, where 

vn;i, vn;f, and vn;a are the noise from Ri, Rf, and the op-amp respectively, and A(s) is the 

open-loop transfer function of the op-amp. In order to determine the transfer function from 

the piezoelectric sensor voltage VP to the charge amplifier output vo, the charge amplifier 

input voltage vi can be referred back to VP through the following transfer function, HP (s) = 

vi/VP = s/(s + ωi), where . For the frequencies of interest where the loop gain is 
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large, the closed-loop transfer function is given by  where 

. Therefore, the transfer function of stage 1 from VP to vo is given by

(1)

which gives the desired band-pass characteristic necessary to pass only the frequencies 

relevant to speech for a CI (300 Hz to 6 kHz). The high-pass and low-pass corners are set by 

ωf and ωi respectively, and the mid-band gain is simply CP/Cf for ωi ≫ ωf. Note that the 

negative polarity of the charge amplifier has been ignored here for simplicity. To 

accommodate a range of typical sensor sizes (CP = 0.2 to 3 nF), Cf is a 3-bit switched-

capacitor tunable from 6 pF to 66 pF which provides programmable gain in 3 dB steps, and 

Rf is set to 88.4 MΩ such that ωf < 2π(300 Hz) for all values of Cf. Finally, Ri is a 4-bit 

switched-resistor with logarithmically-spaced values from 1 kΩ to 100 kΩ to ensure ωi > 

2π(6 kHz) for typical values of CP.

2) Charge Amplifier Noise Analysis—The noise transfer functions referred to VP can 

be determined by calculating the noise transfer function to the output vo and then dividing 

by HSTG1(s). For Ri, the noise transfer function referred to VP is 

which evaluates to

(2)

for ω ≪ ωi. As a result, the noise spectral density of Ri referred to VP is

(3)

Following similar analysis, the noise spectral density of Rf referred to VP is 

. Finally, the noise transfer function of the op-amp referred to VP is

(4)

for ω ≪ ωi ≪ ωeff, where  since Rf ≫ Ri. Therefore, the noise of the op-

amp is magnified by Hnp;a(s) which is more dominant at lower frequencies.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that the noise spectral density of Ri, Rf, and the op-

amp thermal noise all have a 1/f2 characteristic, and that the resistor noise is reduced for 

larger values of CP. However, the op-amp noise is independent of CP because it depends on 
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 which is generally chosen to be fixed. For typical values of CP, the noise from Rf 

is negligible because of its large value, and the relative contributions of noise from Ri and 

the op-amp vary depending on CP. The total integrated noise from simulation for CP = 0.5 

nF and 3 nF are 2.5 µVrms and 1.7 µVrms respectively, which are lower than the minimum 

expected signal of approximately 3 µVrms at 40 dB SPL as determined by the discrete 

prototype.

IV. Reconfigurable Sound Processing

The sound processor in this work implements the CIS sound processing strategy [21] 

because it is the most ubiquitous strategy among CI manufacturers. The two main objectives 

for the design of the sound processor are 1) ultra-low-power operation and 2) highly-

reconfigurable features to enable system power scalability and patient-specific fitting 

capability. The first goal is accomplished by leveraging ultra-low-voltage digital processing 

at 0.6 V to maximize energy-efficiency. The second goal is addressed with a flexible digital 

architecture featuring a multi-rate reconfigurable filter bank and highly-programmable 

processor parameters.

The block diagram of the reconfigurable CIS sound processor is shown in Fig. 6. The 

processor spectrally decomposes the signal with a logarithmically-spaced multi-rate filter 

bank to emulate natural hearing. The envelope of each filter output is extracted, 

downsampled, and logarithmically-compressed to fit the patient’s electric hearing dynamic 

range, and each channel has patient-specific volume settings. By clock-gating the unused 

channels, both the processor power and stimulator power (which dominates the SoC power) 

scale linearly with the number of channels.

A. Programmable Features

Aside from being able to select between 8-, 6-, or 4-channel modes, other programmable 

processor parameters can affect the user performance and power consumption of the CI and 

they are highlighted next.

• Rectification: The type of rectification used in the envelope detector can affect 

speech recognition scores and sound quality [14], and therefore both full-wave 

(default) and half-wave rectification are possible. Half-wave rectification has the 

potential to reduce stimulation power since the average envelope is smaller, but at 

the cost of potentially lower sound quality [14].

• Channel gain and compression factor: Following envelope detection, global gain 

and dynamic range compression are applied. The global gain can be set in octaves 

from 2−4 to 23 with 3 bits, and the signal is compressed according to Y = ln(1 +CX)/

ln(1 + C), where C is the compression factor. Logarithmic compression is needed 

because of the well-known loudness growth function of electrical hearing which 

shows a linear relationship between sound intensity in dB SPL and electrical 

stimulation intensity in Amperes. Evidence shows that different amounts of 

compression can be beneficial [12], and therefore three settings are available: C = 

1024 (default), 128, and 16. For low compression (C = 16), the stimulation power 
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is roughly linear with gain, while for high compression (C = 1024), the stimulation 

power scales linearly with the logarithm of the gain.

• Volume settings: Each channel has individual threshold (THR) and most-

comfortable-level (MCL) settings that can be used to fit the dynamic range of the 

stimulus current for each electrode based on the user. Each channel has 3-bit 

programmability in both THR and MCL, and stimulation power increases with 

higher THR and MCL settings.

B. Reconfigurable Filter Bank Architecture

A logarithmically-spaced filter bank requires higher frequency channels to be wider in 

bandwidth, while low frequency channels need to be narrow and more selective (i.e., higher 

filter order). In this work, high order filters are avoided by using multi-rate signal processing 

to achieve the narrow low frequency filters in a power- and area-efficient manner. As shown 

in Fig. 6, the ADC data is decimated in 3 stages using efficient 19-tap half-band FIR filters, 

resulting in data rates of 2, 4, 8, and 16 kHz which are used for channels A/B, C/D, E/F, and 

G/H respectively.

The filter bank is implemented with FIR filters for their linear phase which can have a 

positive effect on sound quality and speech intelligibility. When the sound processor is 

configured in 8-channel mode, all channels are active. In 6- and 4-channel modes, the 

subsets of channels (D, H) and channels (B, D, F, H) are clock-gated respectively. The cut-

off frequencies of the individual filters vary with the channel mode and they are based on 

[13], [14].

In order to achieve reconfigurability in the filter responses, the filter bank leverages three 

types of FIR filters with different levels of reconfigurability. Fig. 7 shows the most 

reconfigurable filter (Type 3) which can be programmed to three different filter lengths: 14, 

16, or 20 taps used in the 4-, 6-, or 8-channel mode (using control signals mode8, mode6or8, 

and mode4) to adjust the frequency selectivity. Since the filters are symmetric, the filter is 

folded to reduce the number of multiplications by half. The coefficients are quantized to 8-

bit precision which is the minimum possible without significantly affecting the desired 

frequency response, and word lengths are optimized for the given coefficients.

The Type 3 FIR filter is used for channels A, C, E, and G which are active for all three 

modes. The Type 2 FIR filter used for channels B and F has two levels of reconfigurability 

and can be programmed to have either 16 or 20 taps used in the 6- or 8-channel modes only. 

Finally, the Type 1 FIR filter used for channels D and H is a fixed 20-tap filter because it is 

used in the 8-channel mode only.

Finally, taking channel A for example, it can be shown that its effective filter response at fS 

= 16 kHz is given by

(5)
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where HHBi(z) and GA(z) represent the half-band and channel A FIR filters at their 

respective downsampled data rates. Although GA(z) is only a 20-tap filter (in 8-channel 

mode), the effective filter order is much higher because of multi-rate signal processing. The 

effective frequency responses of the filter bank (at fS = 16 kHz) reconfigured in 4-, 6-, and 

8-channel modes are shown in Fig. 8.

V. Energy-Efficient Arbitrary Waveform Neural Stimulator

In this section, we consider the design of the neural stimulator which delivers electrical 

current to the nerve fibers of the cochlea. The typical power consumption of the stimulator 

can often be a few milli-Watts [3], [22] which can represent greater than 90% of the total 

SoC power given that the PZFE and sound processor have micro-Watt power consumption. 

Therefore, any power savings in the stimulator translate directly to overall system power 

savings.

A. Computational Nerve Fiber Simulations

Most neural stimulators today deliver charge-balanced biphasic rectangular current pulses as 

shown by the green curve in Fig. 9(a), where the first (cathodic) phase excites the nerve 

fiber and the second (anodic) phase provides charge balancing. The rectangular waveform 

has been widely adopted for its simplicity and ease of generation with a simple current 

source. However, studies have shown that alternate waveforms have the potential to excite 

nerves with reduced energy [5], [23]. Based on [5], a heuristic search was applied to a 

computational model of an auditory nerve [4] to seek out an energy-optimal waveform with 

CI-specific parameters3. The waveform was constrained to be charge-balanced with 10 time 

steps/phase, but unlike [5], no constraint was placed on the shape of either phase of the pulse 

to allow both phases to be co-optimized. Fig. 9(a) (blue curve) shows the energy-optimal 

waveform after 10,000 search iterations at a phase width of 25 µs, and it is 28% more 

energy-efficient than the conventional rectangular waveform at threshold. The energy-

optimal waveform in this work is somewhat different from the truncated Gaussian shapes in 

[5] which may be attributed to a different nerve fiber model as well as the lack of constraint 

on the shape of the anodic phase.

B. Validation with In-vivo Measurements

In order to validate the modeling results and determine the impact of alternate waveforms on 

auditory perception in humans, the rectangular waveform was compared against the 

exponential waveform shown in Fig. 9(a) by conducting a psychophysical loudness 

perception test on four subjects with Advanced Bionics CIs4. The exponential waveform 

was used because it mimics the optimal waveform closely in the cathodic phase, but the 

anodic phase was constrained to be symmetric to the cathodic phase due to test limitations. 

The waveforms were alternated in pseudo-random order, and the amplitude was swept from 

threshold to just beyond the maximum comfortable level (CL) in 50 µA steps on a middle 

electrode. The subjects were asked to rate the loudness on a scale of 0 to 25, with 8 and 22 

3Typical CIs use biphasic waveforms with a phase width between 25 and 50 µs.
4Tests were conducted under the Massachusetts Eye & Ear Infirmary IRB protocol #94-01-003.
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being the minimum and maximum CL respectively. Fig. 9(b) shows the average perceived 

loudness of both waveforms versus the energy delivered (per Ohm of the electrode 

resistance) for each of the 4 subjects. Overall, to achieve the same loudness within the 

comfortable range between 8 and 22, the alternate exponential waveform requires 

approximately 15% to 35% less energy than the rectangular waveform.

C. Arbitrary Waveform Stimulator Architecture

Based on the nerve fiber simulations and in-vivo measurement validation of alternate 

waveforms, this section describes the architecture of the arbitrary waveform stimulator in 

the SoC.

1) High-Voltage Electrode Switch Matrix—The CIS sound processing strategy permits 

a single current DAC to be interleaved among all electrodes using the high-voltage switch 

matrix shown in Fig. 10(a). The terminals of the intracochlear electrodes are designated by 

Ei (for i = 1 to 8), and Ecom is the common return electrode of a monopolar electrode array. 

A high-frequency RsCd electrode model between Ei and Ecom models the impedance of the 

electrode-tissue-electrode interface. Electrode Ei is active when Si is asserted, and the 

switches SC, SA, SiC, and SiA are used to control the direction of current flow during the 

cathodic and anodic phases for each electrode. During each phase, the value of the current is 

determined by a 6-bit current DAC (IDAC[5:0]) which is driven by a digital waveform 

controller to realize any arbitrary waveform. Since the switch matrix works like a H-bridge, 

current always flows from VMID to ground. In between the cathodic and anodic phases, an 

optional switch (SIPG) can be used to insert an inter-phase gap. Upon completion of each 

pulse, S ̄i shorts the electrode to remove any residual charge. Although not pictured, a DC 

blocking capacitor (220 nF) is placed in series with the electrodes to ensure that no DC 

current flows into the tissue for safety reasons.

Fig. 11 shows the timing diagram of the switch matrix control over a complete stimulation 

cycle. The start of each cycle begins on the rising edge of ϕLO (1 kHz) which generates a 

stim_start pulse and also asserts en33 which is used to enable the 3.3 V supply from which 

the current DAC circuits operate. Stimulation is enabled when stim_en is asserted, and the 

electrode selection signals Si are generated by a state machine that is clocked by ϕHI. Note 

that en33 rises half a cycle before stim_en in order to provide adequate time for the current 

DAC circuits to power up. Stimulation is complete on the positive edge of stim_done which 

de-asserts stim_en and en33.

2) Current Steering DAC—The current DAC shown in Fig. 10(b) is based on the 

voltage-controlled resistor (VCR) topology [24] which is chosen for its high output 

impedance and large voltage compliance. It provides 6 bits of resolution at a full-scale of 1 

mA which is typically sufficient for CIs. Feedback ensures that the DAC current is simply 

IDAC = VDSREF/RV CR. Detailed analysis of the VCR in [24] shows that IDAC is linear with 

VG[0] which drives the gate of the main triode device M0. M1 to M3 are auxiliary devices 

controlled by VG[1:3] and are used to linearize M0. All devices are 3.3 V transistors except 

for MHV which is a high-voltage device that connects to the high-voltage switch matrix.
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In this work, current-steering is used to achieve the settling time required to generate 

arbitrary waveforms at a 25 µs phase duration with 10 steps/phase. The input code D[5:0] 

from the digital waveform controller steers binary-weighted currents to IP which are then 

mirrored to the resistor string on the output branch. The generated control voltages VG[3:0] 

are linear with D[5:0] as desired. Finally, the current DAC is power-gated from 3.3 V after 

all electrodes have been stimulated so that its power scales linearly with the number of 

channels.

3) Low-Voltage Digital Waveform Controller—In order to minimize the power 

overhead of arbitrary waveform generation, the digital waveform controller operates at 0.6 

V, and level shifters are used to interface to the high-voltage logic which drives the switch 

matrix. Fig. 12(a) shows the electrode selection state machine that generates S1 to S8 and 

other signals that govern the stimulation cycle. Control signals mode6or8 and mode8 are 

used to reconfigure the state machine between channel modes. The state machine is 

triggered on ϕLO, and the signals Si are shifted out serially with ϕHI;D which is a delayed 

version of ϕHI. This ensures that Si transitions just after the negative edges of SA and SiA to 

avoid glitching in the switches. The control signals for the switch matrix are generated by 

gating Si and stim_en with non-overlapping clocks ϕR, ϕP, and ϕM as shown in Fig. 12(b).

Finally, Fig. 12(c) shows the digital arbitrary waveform interface that controls the shape of 

the pulses delivered to the electrodes. The channel select block selects the appropriate sound 

processor output (dstimX for X = A to H) based on Si. While each Si is asserted, a step 

counter (cnt) running at ϕW (a high-frequency waveform clock) keeps track of the time step 

within the pulse. The value of cnt determines which waveform weight (w00 to w15) is 

multiplied with dstimX to generate D[5:0] which drives the current DAC. The shape of the 

cathodic and anodic phases are determined by w00 to w07 and w08 to w15 respectively, for 

a maximum of 8 steps/phase.

VI. Measurement Results

A prototype SoC was fabricated in a 0.18 µm high-voltage CMOS process, and the die 

micrograph is shown in Fig. 13. The chip including pads measures 3.6 mm × 3.6 mm, while 

the active area is 3.36 mm2. This section presents the measured results, and a summary of 

the performance is provided in Table I.

A. Piezoelectric Sensor Front-End

Figs. 14(a) and (b) show the measured gain response of the charge amplifier for CP = 3.2 nF 

and 0.56 nF which span the expected values for reasonable sizes of the sensor. Fig. 14(c) 

shows the combined response of the charge amplifier and PGA with CP = 0.56 nF and C1f = 

12 pF for various PGA settings. Simulation results are shown with dotted lines and show 

good agreement with measured results. Furthermore, the integrated noise over the sound 

processor bandwidth is 2.81 µVrms and 1.93 µVrms for CP = 0.56 nF and 3.2 nF respectively, 

which is less than the minimum expected signal at 40 dB SPL.
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B. Reconfigurable Sound Processor

To demonstrate the reconfigurability in the number of channels of the processor, a 

logarithmic chirp signal was applied at the input of the ADC. Fig. 15(a) shows the measured 

spectrogram at the output of the ADC, and Figs. 15(b), (c), and (d) show the measured 

spectrogram of the processor configured in 4-, 6-, and 8-channel modes. Since the processor 

features a logarithmically-spaced filter bank, its spectrogram looks linear as expected. A 

Matlab simulation of the 8-channel processor is shown in Fig. 15(e), showing good 

agreement with the measured results.

C. Energy-Efficient Arbitrary Waveform Stimulator

The measured INL and DNL are −0.21/+1.25 LSB and −0.14/+0.16 LSB respectively which 

is adequate for neural stimulation applications. Fig. 16 shows the measured current and 

voltage from a model electrode (Rs = 3 kΩ, Cd = 10 nF) for (a) a rectangular waveform and 

(b) the energy-optimal waveform for phase widths of 25 µs and 50 µs with 8 steps/phase. 

Even though the energy-optimal waveform requires a higher peak current than the 

rectangular waveform, it consumes less energy and generates a smaller electrode voltage.

Fig. 16(c) shows a measurement of the interleaved current pulse trains at 1,000 pulses/sec 

per electrode through all 8 electrodes. In this measurement, the pulses are programmed to be 

rectangular with a phase width of 31.25 µs such that the current DAC is active for 50% of 

the 1 ms period, and power-gated for the remainder of the period.

D. Power Consumption

1) Stimulator Power—Fig. 17 summarizes the measured stimulator power in 8-, 6-, and 

4-channel modes while processing a clip of speech with VMID = 7 V. The measurement also 

includes the power consumption of the low-voltage digital waveform controller, level 

shifters, current DAC, and high-voltage switch matrix control circuits. The power increases 

with the duty cycle of the current DAC which scales with the phase width and number of 

channels. Finally, the energy-optimal waveform provides power savings of approximately 

22% and 29% at phase widths of 25 µs and 50 µs respectively.

2) Overall SoC Power—Table II summarizes the total SoC power consumption with 

typical speech input using the energy-optimal waveform at 31.25 µs/phase and nominal 

processor settings. Reconfigurability in the number of channels allows for a power-

performance tradeoff, and the SoC consumes 572, 425, and 281 µW in 8-, 6-, and 4-channel 

modes respectively, meeting the 1 mW requirement. In 8-channel mode, the PZFE, SAR 

ADC, and sound processor consume only 2% of the the total power, while 98% of the power 

is consumed by the stimulator circuits. Therefore, the stimulation power savings from the 

energy-optimal waveform transfer directly to the overall system.

E. System Demonstration with a Human Cadaveric Temporal Bone

The FICI SoC was tested with a piezoelectric sensor mounted at the umbo of a human 

cadaveric temporal bone. A function generator and audio amplifier were used to generate a 

clip of speech (“her husband brought some flowers”) which was played into the ear canal of 

the temporal bone with a speaker at 70 dB SPL. The signal from the umbo-mounted sensor 
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was detected by the PZFE and processed by sound processor. Fig. 18(a) shows the 

spectrogram and time-domain waveform of the input speech signal in the ear canal, and Fig. 

18(b) shows the measured spectrogram and reconstructed sound (the reconstruction process 

is based on sound synthesis in vocoder applications) from the processor in 8-channel mode. 

The output from the umbo-mounted sensor and SoC preserves the temporal envelope 

information of the speech signal with the exception of some high frequency content, 

demonstrating hearing with a human cadaveric ear.

VII. Discussion and Future Work

The eventual goal of a completely invisible CI will require the development of other 

subsystems. Most notably, the user will need an external device (used a few times per day) 

capable of two key functions. First, a wireless charging system is needed to recharge the 

implanted power management unit (PMU). The charging system should be able to bring the 

implanted unit from empty to fully charged in just a few minutes to minimize the 

inconvenience to the user. In order to increase the time between recharge, the implanted 

PMU must be as efficient as possible which will require clever design of DC-DC converters 

and regulators to generate the required supply voltages for the SoC. If an ultra-capacitor is 

used as the energy storage element, the PMU would have the added requirement of being 

able to accommodate a terminal voltage that will decrease with use.

The second key function of the external device would be to provide wireless data transfer to 

the implanted unit to allow the user to select from a range of programs as determined by 

their audiologist. Each program could have a different combination of front-end and sound 

processor settings. Furthermore, a wireless data link would also allow the user to manually 

select high-performance or low-power modes corresponding to 8-channel or 6/4-channel 

modes respectively. Alternatively, a smart power management system could monitor the 

charge of a battery or terminal voltage of an ultra-capacitor and adjust the number of 

channels in the processor to extend the time before a recharge is required.

VIII. Conclusion

This paper presents a SoC with an invisible middle-ear sensor for a fully-implantable CI. 

First, a piezoelectric sensor detects sound in the ear canal by converting the mechanical 

motion of the middle ear into an electrical signal that is captured by the PZFE. 

Measurements with human cadaveric ears show that the sensor is capable of detecting 

sounds from 40 to 90 dB SPL over the bandwidth of interest. Second, a highly-

reconfigurable sound processor leverages digital processing to provide greater 

programmability over analog approaches, and enable voltage scaling down to 0.6 V to 

maximize energy-efficiency. The number of channels can be reconfigured between 8, 6, or 4 

to enable a power-performance tradeoff, and all processor settings are programmable to 

ensure a patient-specific fit. Third, an auditory nerve fiber model is used to determine an 

energy-optimal biphasic stimulation waveform which was validated in-vivo with four human 

CI users and shown to provide 15% to 35% energy savings. A mixed-signal arbitrary 

waveform stimulator is used to deliver energy-efficient current pulses to the auditory nerve. 

In 8-channel mode, the SoC consumes just 572 µW of power, 98% of which is attributed to 
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the stimulator. Therefore, the energy savings of the energy-optimal stimulation waveform 

transfer directly to the overall system. The SoC integrates implantable acoustic sensing, 

sound processing, and neural stimulation on one chip to minimize the implant size, and 

proof-of-concept is demonstrated by using the SoC and umbo-mounted sensor to detect a 

clip of speech played into the ear canal of a human cadaver ear.
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Fig. 1. 

Block diagram of a conventional cochlear implant.
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Fig. 2. 

Block diagram of the fully-implantable cochlear implant SoC.
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Fig. 3. 

(a) Block diagram and (b) photograph of the measurement setup and discrete prototype used 

to characterize the piezoelectric sensor mounted on the middle ear of a human cadaveric 

temporal bone.
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Fig. 4. 

(a) Umbo velocity and (b) charge amplifier output voltage versus ear canal sound pressure at 

0.5, 1, 2, and 4.7 kHz. (c) Spectrum of the charge amplifier output for sound pressure levels 

from 40 to 90 dB SPL.
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Fig. 5. 

(a) Equivalent circuit for the charge amplifier including noise sources, and (b) the 

corresponding block diagram.
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Fig. 6. 

Block diagram of the 0.6 V digital reconfigurable multi-rate CIS sound processor.
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Fig. 7. 

Structure of the reconfigurable FIR filter (Type 3) used for channels A, C, E, G that can be 

reconfigured into 3 modes: 14-, 16-, and 20-tap used in 4-, 6-, or 8-channel modes.
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Fig. 8. 

Effective frequency response of the multi-rate filter bank at 16 kHz reconfigured in (a) 4-

channel, (b) 6-channel, and (c) 8-channel modes.
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Fig. 9. 

(a) Energy-optimal stimulation waveform at 25 µs/phase from the heuristic search using the 

computational nerve fiber model. Rectangular and exponential waveforms are included for 

comparison. (b) Perceived loudness versus energy delivered per phase from four human 

subjects.
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Fig. 10. 

(a) Schematic of the high-voltage electrode switch matrix during the cathodic phase of 

electrode 2. (b) Schematic of the fast-settling 6-bit current steering DAC.
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Fig. 11. 

Timing diagram for the digital control of the electrode switch matrix.
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Fig. 12. 

Ultra-low-voltage digital control of the stimulator. (a) Electrode selection state machine. (b) 

High-voltage electrode switch matrix control generation. (c) Digital arbitrary waveform 

interface.
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Fig. 13. 

Die micrograph of the prototype SoC.
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Fig. 14. 

Measured gain response of the charge amplifier (stage 1) of the PZFE with (a) CP = 3.2 nF 

and (b) CP = 0.56 nF. Panel (c) shows the combined response of the charge amplifier and 

PGA (stage 1 and 2). Simulation results are shown with dotted lines.
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Fig. 15. 

Measured spectrograms at the output of the (a) ADC, (b) 4-channel processor, (c) 6-channel 

processor, and (d) 8-channel processor when a logarithmic chirp signal is applied at the 

input. (e) Ideal Matlab simulation to compare against the measured results shown in (d).
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Fig. 16. 

Measured current and voltage of a model electrode (Rs = 3 kΩ, Cd = 10 nF) with (a) a 

rectangular waveform, and (b) the energy-optimal waveform. (c) Measured current pulse 

trains at 1,000 pulses/sec through all electrodes in 8-channel mode.
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Fig. 17. 

Measured total stimulator power across 8-, 6-, and 4-channel modes for phase widths of (a) 

25 µs and (b) 50 µs.
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Fig. 18. 

(a) Spectrogram and time-domain waveform of the input speech signal (“her husband 

brought some flowers”) to the audio amplifier driving the speaker placed in the ear canal of 

the temporal bone. (b) Measured spectrogram and reconstructed sound from the SoC with 

the piezoelectric sensor mounted on a cadaver temporal bone.
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TABLE I

Measured performance summary for each sub-system of the FICI SoC.

Piezoelectric sensor front-end

Sensor size (CP) 0.56 nF 3.2 nF

Stage 1 gain 21 to 41 dB 34 to 53 dB

Stage 2 gain 0.8, 6.8, 12.4, 18, 23.8, 29.4 dB

Stage 3 gain 12 dB (ADC buffer)

Bandwidth 300 Hz to 6 kHz

Dynamic range 62 dB 59 dB

Input-referred noise 2.81 µVrms 1.93 µVrms

9-bit SAR ADC

fS 16 kS/s

SNDR 52 dB (8.35 ENOB)

INL/DNL 0.69/0.64 LSB

Reconfigurable CIS sound processor

Bandwidth 300 Hz to 5.5 kHz

Filter bank Multi-rate FIR with −30 dB stop band

Output 6 bits @ 1 kHz

Number of channels 8, 6, or 4

Rectification Half-wave or full-wave

Compression

 for C = 1024, 128, 16

Channel gain 1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 4, 8

Patient THR 3 bits/channel

Patient MCL 3 bits/channel

Arbitrary waveform neural stimulator

Pulse rate/channel 1000 pulses/sec

Electrodes Monopolar array, up to 8 electrodes

Current DAC (VMID = 7 V)

6 bits, 1 mA full-scale
INL/DNL: 1.25/0.16 LSB
Voltage compliance: 6.78 V
Output impedance: > 20 MΩ

Waveform
Biphasic, 25–50 µs/phase
Arbitrary shape (8 time steps/phase)

DC block capacitors Yes, required
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TABLE II

Summary table of the measured SoC power consumption.

System component Supply voltage [V] Supply current [µA] Power [µW]
% of total power in 8-

channel mode

Piezoelectric sensor front-end 1.5 6.83 10.25 1.8%

SAR ADC (9 bits, 16 kS/s) 0.6 0.51 0.31 0.05%

Digital CIS sound processor 0.6
(8/6/4 chan)

2.65/2.10/1.87
(8/6/4 chan)

1.59/1.26/1.12
0.28%

Stimulator and switch matrix: (8/6/4 chan) (8/6/4 chan)

 Digital waveform interface 0.6 0.58/0.54/0.49 0.35/0.32/0.30 0.06%

 Level shifters 1.8 0.21/0.16/0.11 0.38/0.29/0.20 0.07%

 Current DAC circuits 3.3 22.7/17.4/12.1 74.9/57.4/39.9 13%

 Stimulator supply (VMID = 5 to 10 V) 7 68.4/50.2/32.3 479/351/226 84%

 Switch matrix control (VDDG = 7 to 12 V) 9 0.60/0.45/0.30 5.40/4.05/2.70 0.94%

Total (8-channel mode) 572 100%

Total (6-channel mode) 425

Total (4-channel mode) 281
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